Profiles for external thermal insulation composite systems “ETICS”

APU Border Profile DECO-TEX

The Border Profile with welded on fabric part forms plaster edges in the final plaster of thermal insulation composite systems.

The profile is placed onto the facade fabric and embedded with the plaster layers. In felted reveals, it is used to separate the felt plaster from the decorative plaster/scratch plaster. It can also be used as plaster border to colored sandstone and thin level plasters on flat block stones. The Border Profile is also used for shaping decorative plasters.

Fitting Corner Brackets (W14 DECO-TEX) for the corner transitions are available (see next page).

The profile is made of plastic and has elevations of 3 mm (W44-3), 6 mm (W44-6), 10 mm (W44-10) or 15 mm (W44-15).

Available packed unit:
25 bars of 2.00 m = 50.00 m

For detailed information see technical information sheet or visit us on the Internet at www.apu.ch.
Application example

Decorative plaster border with W44

Dimensions

W44-3
elevation 3 mm, fabric below

W44-6
elevation 6 mm, fabric above

W44-10
elevation 10 mm, suitable for scratch plasters

W44-15
elevation 15 mm, suitable for scratch plasters